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Message 2: Remove fake hope. Dislodge Rebellion. 

For the United States of America 

 

The Great Way gives the will through His servant. The Great Way says: 

 

Now we will continue with the detail to give a deep plan into moving the United States of 

America into a new way in the earth. What will bring a true unity in this nation? What will solve 

the details with the economy? What will get the nation looking with a new plan that will take it 

into a new dominion in the earth? How can knowing the One True God beat the nation of doubt 

into a vessel that is reshaped into a moving to give others a way to see but through clear 

direction, insight, structure, for a weapon of supernatural proportions? Most would say there 

cannot be a true detail that would bring a nation as the United States of America to see that there 

truly needs to be a new weapon given in the earth. Most look at the nation’s resources to gauge 

their will in being able to lead well. But what is stated in these people who move in living in 

these conditions of false hope and no true liberty in their will way? Hope is given with a false 

pretense to make the people look to one will in choosing a leader, with the hope that this one 

leader will fix it. But what must truly be given in the way of true hope? There must be a moving 

that is greater than the one who moves in this detail to hope for a change in the way that things 

move in their plan. But most have truly looked to a moving that will say they will have this or 

will have that detail and shall place their hope in that moving. You will see a true Moving who 

will turn the nation to hope in a Kingdom will that will become the base of a new will in living. 

If the people will look to hope in something bigger than a human plan, they will truly move in 

looking with a new perspective outside of their wounded will. What would it take for one nation 

to turn in agreement to take a look at the great plan given through the Great Way King Jesus? 

There must be a greater hope found that would make the nation of the United States of America 

turn to no longer hope in a human. Hope is good, but not a hope in a human plan that would fail 

them any minute. The will way is clear: hope in the One who created all things will turn a nation 
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to look at a spiritual plan to move in the earth way. But that plan can only be tasted if the nation 

will only drink of the great power and presence of the Great Way King Jesus. There must be a 

true moving of the One True Detail known as the Great I AM to cause a shift in the wind that 

blows in this nation. How will God cause a nation to turn to drink Him in one will? It truly will 

take a will that would move to dislodge the territorial god over the nation as a whole. I have seen 

a great demon move with great chains over the nation of the United States of America with a 

plan to keep the people in that way of great bondage. But I can see a flaming sword in the hand 

of a great angel who will set the nation free to feel it deep within and will turn to look to see with 

a clear detail. A demon has moved to keep this nation called the United States of America 

moving in a false way to hope in a political detail. But the political ways will change as the 

nation turns to a new form of ruling, where they will look to Kingdom infiltration from a 

supernatural moving, to bring a spiritual shift in the land. I see a wave of great proportions 

washing over the dirt and the people. There will be a great cleansing of the nation’s land and the 

nation’s people. There will be a true detail of a turning to drink a new system when the nation’s 

ruling demon has been dislodged from its position. What is the name of that demon? Rebellion. 

A prince in Satan’s kingdom detail shall be released from this nation’s will, and what will be the 

key in this detail taking way? A great detail of authority to bring a King’s will to the earth way 

from the Throne Room. Is that will the way given for the season in which we live? 

  


